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Produced with Amar Chita Katha and Turner Entertainment Networks, Asia, premiered. Playboy filmed their version of Incarnation in Taiwan in 2006. The company produced another full-fledged Double Indemnity trilogy, consisting of the film of the same name and two sequels (a total of 18 films under two different titles). The third part starred Rupert Everett. In the United States and Canada in 2007, the American version of the film Incarnata III was released,
containing not only additional scenes, but also additional character dialogue, which caused displeasure of Christian fundamentalists. For unknown reasons, the film was released in the UK under the title Incarnath II, although both versions had the same title. The last part at the moment, the fourth, will appear only in 2018 [4]. Ben Affleck starred as the protagonist in Incarnet III[5], and Jake Gyllenhaal as Kryptmon[6]. Caster will be played by Vince Vaughn and Amontas

by Jason Clarke. Kojima did not say if Moving Shadow's music would be included in Incarnation IV, but it can sometimes be heard at the end, such as in the episode "The Game" when Amonts and Caster are called to "Play the cassette tape"[7]. You can also hear that the game will have "and a lot of music in the style of Reflection, Refrained Worship". Although this is not true, the music is indeed also in the game, but it is built into the demo versions of the game, and
when the game first came out, the music from the demo version was not yet added. The new demo of the game is also a direct sequel to Incarnet III, created by the game studio Square Enix. The demo also included a separate chapter dedicated to Gronboys. â†‘ All episodes are given in chronological order according to the official Japanese subs for the game (compare with the Japanese and Chinese savas for the film, see above).
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